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In the embedded, multimedia community, designers deal
with data management at different levels of abstraction ranging from abstract data types and dynamic memory management to physical data organisations. In order to achieve
large reductions in power consumption, memory footprint,
and/or execution time, data structure related optimizations
are a must [1, 6, 7]. However, the complexity of describing
and implementing such optimized implementations is immense. Hence, a strong, practical need is present to unambiguously (i.e. mathematically) describe these complicated
dynamic data organisations.
The objective of our work (in progress) is to formally describe data structures and access operations –or dynamic
data structures for short– that we have implemented in prior,
application-related work [2]. We do this by (a) extending the
syntax and semantics of Separation Logic [3, 4, 5] –a logic
developed recently in the program verification community–
and (b) using it as a specification language for our applications.
In this paper we specify a singly linked list (SLL) in terms
of structure and access operations. To do the latter, we
extend Separation Logic’s syntax and semantics in order to
model access operations as heap changes.
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ABSTRACT

SPECIFY A SINGLY LINKED LIST (SLL)
AS A HEAP

†

,
emp ∧ (i = nil)
, ∃j.(i 7→ a, j) ? list α(j)

list (i)
list (a  α) (i)

The spec –which is graphically represented in Figure 1–
uses Separation Logic’s syntax. The first line of the spec
refers to the base case of the inductive definition: the list is
empty (denoted by emp) and the head pointer i is nil. The
second line corresponds to the inductive case: the element a
and the pointer j are stored in the first record of the list and
j points to the rest of the list (which is itself a list). The
empty list is denoted by . A list containing the elements
a, b, c, . . . is denoted as a  α in which a denotes the first
element of the list and α denotes the rest of the list; i.e. the
elements b, c, . . . The notation i 7→ a, j is an abbreviation for
(i 7→ a) ? (i + 1 7→ j): the heap cell with address i contains
the element a and the adjacent heap cell with address i + 1
contains the pointer j.
BASE CASE
i = nil

INDUCTIVE CASE
i

a
j

b

c

...
nil

We reuse the initial spec of an SLL from Reynolds [5]:
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Figure 1: Singly Linked List (SLL).
As an example, we specify the calculate operation of an
SLL as follows.
,

(emp ∧ (i = nil) ∧ (res = 0))
∨
(∃v.∃j. (i 7→ v, j) ? (calculate j f (res − (f v))))

calculate i f res
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If calculate i f res holds true, then the result res = f (a) +
f (b)+f (c)+. . . where the list contains the elements a, b, c, . . .
The beginning of the list is characterized by the head pointer
i.

2.

SPECIFY SLL AS HEAP CHANGE

How can we specify the appending of an element to an
SLL? Is Separation Logic’s original syntax appropriate for
this? The answer is no: we need to distinguish between an
input heap hi and an output heap ho in order to model a
heap change as opposed to just modelling one heap.
The following spec (see also Figure 2) uses additional syntax and semantics which is formalized in Section 4. In order
to append an element a to an SLL, we distinguish between
two cases. The first line in the spec corresponds to the first
case and the other lines correspond to the second case of
Figure 2.
,

((empi ∧ (i = nil)) ∧ (j 7→o a, nil))
 ∨


0
0
∃m.∃m .∃b ((i = j) ∧ (i 7→i b, m) ∧ j 7→o b, m


0
? append m a m

append i a j

In the first case, the initial (or input) list is empty (denoted by empi where i stands for input), the head pointer
i of the list is nil, and the output list contains a record
< a, nil >. In other words, the change described here corresponds to appending an element a to an empty list.
input heap
hi

CASE 1

input heap
hi

aa
nil

j

i

ab
m

c

d
nil

j

ab
m’

We use Same(emp) to express that both the input heap
and the output heap are empty. Similarly, Same(i 7→ a, j)
is equivalent to (i 7→i a, j) ∧ (i 7→o a, j).

3. REINTRO TO SEPARATION LOGIC
We briefly reintroduce Separation Logic. All fundamental
concepts are borrowed from [3, 4, 5]. In the next section we
extend the logic in order to model heap changes.

Stack vs. Heap
To describe a data organisation, we use a stack s ∈ S and a
heap h ∈ H.
V al
S
H

=
=
=

Int ∪ Atoms ∪ Loc
V ar *f in V al
Loc *f in V al

Loc= {l, . . .} is a set of locations and ∀l ∈ Loc. l + 1 ∈ Loc
and (l + 1) − 1 = l. Var = {x, y, . . .} is a set of variables.
Atoms = {nil, a, . . .} is the set of atoms. We use the
notation *f in for finite partial functions.

c

d

Expressions are:
E ::= x (variable) | 42 (integer) | nil (nil) | a (atom) |
l (location) | E1 +E2 (addition) | E1 −E2 (subtraction) | . . .
where E1 and E2 are either both integers or locations. In
the latter case, addition and subtraction on locations still
needs to be defined.

Syntax
CASE 2

output heap
ho

Same (emp) ∧ (i = nil)
∃j. Same(i 7→ a, j) ? list α(j)

Expressions

i=nil

output heap
ho

list (i)
,
list (a  α) (i) ,

a
nil

Separation Logic is an extension of classical (predicate) logic.
The empty heap, spatial conjunction, and spatial implication1 constitute this extension.
The non-atomic formulae β are:
β

Figure 2: append i a j: Appending a record to an SLL.
In the second case, the input list is not empty: the head
pointer i points to the first record < b, m > in the input
list. Since (in this example) the element a is appended to
the end of the list, the head pointer j of the output list also
0
points to b. This is denoted by j 7→o b, m (where o stands
0
for output). The pointer m is the new pointer that serves
as the head pointer of the newly obtained rest of the list
(i.e. after the element a has been appended to the rest of
the input list). This is expressed by the recursive call to
0
append m a m .
Similarly, removing an element b from the (singly linked)
list is specified as follows.

::=
|
|
|
|
|
|

α
Atomic Formulae
f alse
Falsity
P ⇒Q
Classical Implication
emp
Empty Heap
P ?Q
Spatial Conjunction
P →?Q
Spatial Implication
∃x.P
Existential Quantification

where P and Q are non-atomic formulae.
The atomic formulae α are:
α

::=
|
|
|
|

E 1 = E2
E1 < E 2
E1 ≤ E 2
E1 7→ E2
···

Equality
Smaller than
Smaller than or equal to
Points to

((i 7→i b, j) ∧ empo) ? Same
∨

0
∃m.∃m .∃a. (a 6= b) ∧ (i = j) ∧


 

0
0
(i 7→i a, m) ∧ i 7→o a, m
? remove m b m

where E1 and E2 are expressions. We use E1 ≤ E2 as an
abbreviation for (E1 = E2 ) ∨ (E1 < E2 ).
The other connectives (such as ¬, ∨, ∧) are defined in
terms of those presented above. For instance: ¬P = P ⇒
f alse. We define the set f ree(P ) of free variables of a formula as usual.

To be complete, we also respecify the structure of the SLL
(cfr. Figure 1) in the context of heap changes:

1
We do not use spatial implication in this paper and therefore omit it when discussing the semantics.

remove i b j

,

Semantics

Notation
0

0

We use h ⊥ h to denote that heaps h and h are disjoint:
0
0
dom(h) ∩ dom(h ) = ∅. Also, h  h denotes the union of
disjoint heaps (i.e. the union of functions with disjoint domains).

Semantics
The relation of the form s, h |= P asserts that P is true of
stack s ∈ S and heap h ∈ H. It is required that f ree(P ) ⊆
dom(s). An expression E is interpreted as a heap-independent
value [[E]] s ∈ V al where the dom(s) includes the free variables of E. We present two semantic clauses below; the rest
can be found in [3].
s, h |= E1 7→ E2

iff

s, h |= P ? Q

iff

4.

{[[E1 ]] s} = dom(h) and
h([[E1 ]] s) = [[E2 ]] s
∃h0 , h1 . h0  h1 = h,
s, h0 |= P and s, h1 |= Q

The semantics of assertions are given by:
s, hi , ho |= P with f ree(P ) ⊆ dom(s)
The basic domains of Section 3 remain unchanged. All
semantic clauses are defined below. Note that in the last
clause we use the relation s, h |= R of Section 3.
s, hi , ho |= E1 = E2
s, hi , ho |= E1 < E2
s, hi , ho |= E1 →
7 i E2

iff
iff
iff

s, hi , ho |= E1 7→o E2

iff

s, hi , ho |= empi
s, hi , ho |= empo
s, hi , ho |= P ? Q

iff
iff
iff

s, hi , ho |= f alse
s, hi , ho |= P ⇒ Q

iff

s, hi , ho |= ∃x.P
s, hi , ho |= P ; Q

iff
iff

s, hi , ho |= Same
s, hi , ho |= Same (R)

iff
iff

HEAP CHANGES

We extend the original syntax and semantics of Section 3
to model change. We do this by changing the relation s, h |=
P to s, hi , ho |= P . We use hi to denote the input heap (i.e.
the heap before the change has occurred) and ho to denote
the output heap (i.e. the heap after the change). We do not
split the stack s into an input stack si and an output stack
so . We present extended syntax, additional notation, and
corresponding semantics.

Syntax
The additional, non-atomic formulae β are:
β

::=
|
|
|
|

empi
Empty Input Heap
empo
Empty Output Heap
Same
Identical Input & Output Heaps (IIOH)
Same (R)
IIOH and both model R
P;Q
Sequential Composition
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The additional atomic formulae α are:
α

::=
|

E1 7→i E2
E1 7→o E2

Points to Relation in Input Heap
Points to Relation in Output Heap
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Notation
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0
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0
0
0
0
0
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